High-throughput next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have rapidly generated a large volume of genomic data. To aid the development and evaluation of new statistical models and computational methods, NGS-based simulators have been proposed to construct better experimental workflows. However, the comparative performance of these NGS simulators remains unclear. In this review, we conducted a comprehensive investigation of NGS simulators for various sequencing techniques, including DNA sequencing, metagenomic sequencing, RNA-seq, ChIP-seq and bisulfite sequencing for methylation.
Introduction
The first 3 billion base pairs in the human genome were released in 2003 at a cost of 2.7 billion dollars over a decade [1, 2] . Recently, high-throughput next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have dramatically decreased the time and cost of genomics studies [3] . Illumina has announced that their latest machine can sequence 18 000 human genomes a year at the cost of 1000 dollars per individual [4] . These huge amounts of genomic data now cover a comprehensive landscape of genetic information for a variety of organisms. Furthermore, this data-driven revolution-including a comparative genomics and personalized pharmaceutical-also has a profound influence on fundamental biological and translational biomedical research.
As more applications of NGS have been found, more bioinformaticians are needed to provide statistical algorithms and tools to extract meaningful information from the large amounts data [5, 6] . NGS can be applied to whole genomes and multi-species microbial metagenomes to identify the functions of small RNAs, the binding patterns of transcription factors, DNA methylation patterns, etc. [6, 7] . Moreover, many novel biological concepts such as circulating microRNA [8] , exon skipping [9] and various structure variations [6] can also be detected from sequencing data. As NGS technology becomes more mature, the complexity of the DNA sequences brings new challenges for subsequent sequence analysis and mining. In addition, these novel data mining strategies often require much more time and cost.
To overcome the long development cycle for new software, numerous NGS-based data simulation tools have been developed to mimic sequencing data based on a set of parameters of known sequencing data. For example, Ruffalo et al. used the simulated sequencing data generated by the NGS simulator ART [10] to evaluate a tool (LoQum) to recalibrate the quality of short mapping reads [11] . Bingshan et al. used simulated data to test its family-based variant calling algorithm [12] . Yang et al. tested the sub-read aligner mapping program with simulated data created by two simulators [13] . The tool jMOSAiCS [14] was used for the joint analysis of multiple ChIP-seq data sets that also used simulated ChIP-seq data.
In general, NGS simulation is an important process that creates high-throughput raw sequencing data by simulating the sequencing error rate distribution and other factors from known DNA sequences under a specified NGS platform. This review introduces existing NGS simulators to provide a guideline on the rapidly growing field of NGS simulation.
Results

Review of NGS-based DNA/metagenomic sequencing simulators
The idea of generating artificial DNA sequences for testing software performance and accelerating large-scale sequencing projects was first introduced by Engle et al. in the 1990s [15] . Since then, an ever increasing number of NGS-based simulators have been reported (Figure 1 ). The most representative tools for NGSbased DNA/metagenomic sequencing simulation are summarized in Table 1 . The earliest DNA sequence simulator (GenFrag) [15] uses an existing statistical model and fixed parameters to build a function for sequence simulation. Later, functional alternatives were introduced to improve the accuracy as implemented by MetaSim [16] . More recently, the simulators often incorporate independent statistical analysis and modelling systems that allow the user to adjust the model parameters according to specific needs including General Error-Model based SIMulator (GemSIM) [17] .
Interestingly, NGS technology did not yet exist when GenFrag was first published in 1993 [15] . However, the modern NGS-based sequence simulation tools are all based on the general framework established by GenFrag. In general, GenFrag is mainly composed of four modules: rawseq, enzyme, layout and mutate. The rawseq module accepts the DNA sequence to be simulated. The input format is processed in the Fasta format without annotation. The enzyme module is then implemented to generate small DNA fragments from the processed sequence by rawseq. GenFrag allows the user to adjust the sequencing coverage and the average length of fragments to generate various outputs. Meanwhile, the relevant statistics are summarized for these initial simulated data. The function of the layout module is to visualize the simulated fragments along the chromosome according to the starting positions. Finally, the mutate module is primarily responsible for adjusting the error rate, insertion and deletion (INDEL) size and the proportion of INDELs. The earlier version of GenFrag adopted a uniform distribution to estimate the sequencing error rate, which is inconsistent with the real data. In fact, the measured base error rate from the real sequencing fragments generally increases toward the end of the DNA fragment. Consequently, the base error rate is recalibrated according to the base position in the upgraded GenFrag version 2.1 [18] . The error model for base substitution including deletion and insertion is also provided in the new version. Although GenFrag is not specifically designed for NGS, its computational framework concept had a profound impact on the development of NGS simulators.
MetaSim simulation software was developed for metagenomics with NGS technologies [16] . Although it supports sequencing simulation for a single genome, MetaSim was the first tool to generate reliable multi-genome sequencing data in a metagenomics approach [19] . MetaSim can be used on major sequencing platforms, including Roche 454, Illumina and Sanger. It has good compatibility across the three major operating systems (Windows, Linux and OS X). In relation to the parameters of simulation, MetaSim allows users to incorporate the number of reads, read length, read sequencing direction and read length distribution. For model selection, MetaSim adopts the error models used in GenFrag, which are adjusted according to the characteristics of different sequencing platforms. In addition, MetaSim can accept a user-defined error rate simulation model for the Illumina sequencing platform. To simulate a metagenomic data set, the user is asked to specify all of the genomes, the proportion of DNA reads of different species, the sequencing platform and the fold coverage. For non-metagenomic data simulation, only the sequencing platform and readrelated properties are required.
In 2009, SAMtools was released to process NGS data. Within the toolkits, a tool named wgsim was included for whole genome simulation [20] . The wgsim only supports an Illumina platform with Fasta input format and Fastq output files; wgsim also incorporates the sequencing quality score making the simulated data closer to real data as compared with MetaSim. In addition to read length, read length distribution and the number of reads, wgsim also sets parameters related to the single base error rate and the ratio of INDEL events. An upgraded tool based on wgsim and named dwgsim was later developed for Illumina, Ion Torrent and SOLiD sequencing platforms [20] . Another prominent feature of dwgsim is its data evaluation module for mapping reads. same quality score, but cannot optimize the quality score for simulated data that is distinct from real data. Although SAMtools is one of the most popular sequencing data analysis package, the wgsim and dwgsim are mainly used to generate data for other commands in the SAMtools, which may not be useful to large-scale data simulation. FlowSim is designed to mimic the whole sequencing process specifically for the Roche 454 pyrosequencing platform [21] . FlowSim is written in the Haskell language and supports the Linux/Unix operating systems. Before the release of FlowSim, only MetaSim supported data simulation for the Roche 454 platform. Furthermore, the output of MetaSim is different from real data because it completely ignores the quality score in the sequencing data and simulates the flow value using parametric models. The authors developed FlowSim based on an extensive study of read features on Roche 454 sequencing data. The software contains five components including clonesim, gelfilter, kitsim, mutator and duplicator. The clonesim module is used to simulate the shearing process, which is the initial step for inputting DNA fragments. In this step, the user can set the length distribution of the fragments. The second module, gelfilter, is mainly used to filter out those segments generated by clonesim that are either too long or too short. Next, kitsim mimics the linking of adaptors to the fragmented reads. The mutator module can be used to control the probability of insertion, deletion and substitutions during the sequencing processing. The last module, duplicator, is mainly used to simulate duplication. FlowSim then generates sequencing data in raw diagram files.
ART is a well-designed NGS simulator for Roche 454, Illumina and SOLiD [10] . Before ART, there was only wgsim for Illumina platforms, MetaSim for metagenomic sequencing simulation and SimSeq for both Illumina and Roche 454 platforms [22] . ART adopts a unique empirical model to estimate the error rate. For the Illumina platform, the input includes the average read length and its standard deviation as well as read coverage. The probabilities for substitution and INDEL can be set by the user. However, the error rate models in ART only characterize reads of <75 bp. For the Roche 454 platform, the only requirement is the read coverage. ART offers single-end and pair-end sequencing data for the three platforms. Thus, ART adopts a user-defined error rate model according to certain research purposes like MetaSim.
GemSIM is a NGS simulation software with comprehensive functions [17] . It is a cross-platform simulator that supports metagenomic data simulation. GemSIM consists of four python modules:
GemErr.py, GemStats.py, GemReads.py and GemHaps.py. The GemErr.py generates an empirical error rate model by collecting information from the inputted SAM files and removing noise by incorporating polymorphism information such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The second module, GemStats.py, reads the output from GemErr.py to generate statistics for error rate in pair-end reads, the portion of INDEL and base error rate relative to the position in a read. GemHaps.py incorporates SNP information for the last module to simulate the reads. Finally, the GemReads.py module combines the SNP information from GemHaps.py and error rate model from GemErr.py to produce simulated data for a specific sequencing platform or simulated metagenomic data. In summary, GemSIM is a tool that not only supports single genome and metagenome sequencing simulation under multiplatforms, but also provides a unique statistical model.
The pIRS (profile-based Illumina pair-end reads simulator) is devoted to the simulation of sequencing data for the Illumina platform [23] . Although the Illumina sequencing platform is used widely, the quality score distribution and coverage bias have yet to be considered in the NGS simulation. pIRS was developed to correct these biases and change the simulation model. The pIRS adopts empirical base-calling and GC%-depth model-this produces better simulated read data, which is more similar to real data in terms of quality score. Users can set the various parameters including read length, read length distribution, the number of reads, base error rate and the error ratio of INDEL. Interestingly, pIRS also provides a function for heterozygous diploid genomes. In sum, pIRS is a platform-specific NGS simulator and is different from cross-platform simulation frameworks.
Another recent platform-specific simulator is PBSIM [24] , which targets the PacBio libraries. The PacBio system is a unique sequencer producing both short and long reads. The continuous long reads often have high error rates, and the short circular consensus sequencing reads have low error rates. The combination of short and long reads is useful for hybrid de novo genome assembly. The authors first extracted characteristic features of PacBio reads from 13 real PacBio data sets. The main finding is the read length of PacBio reads follows a log-normal distribution. PBSIM further implemented both model and sample-based approaches to generate two types of reads. Further assembly evaluation results suggest that the best performances are a combination of continuous long reads (coverage depth 15) and circular consensus sequencing (coverage depth 30).
In 2013, Kim et al. published Wessim to generate whole exome sequencing data [25] . Although many tools (e.g. ART and GemSIM) had already been published, these are not specific for whole exome data simulation. The widespread application of whole exome sequencing for disease variant discovery shows the urgent need for tests that validate the reliability of variant detection tools. Wessim requires users to input the genomic target regions in a 2-bit file format. To date, Wessim can support Illumina and Roche 454 sequencing platforms. Wessim is the first specific sequencing simulation tool for exome sequencing, which may provide novel directions for NGS simulation development in various specific fields.
In 2014, another open source tool SInC was implemented for generating genetic variation data in particular for copy number variations (CNVs) [26] . It offers an accurate and fast errormodel-based method to simulate DNA variants including SNPs, Indels and CNVs. Although it is only useful for the Illumina platform, SInC can simulate variants and generate short reads. The three types of variation simulation are implemented separately. However, users can either run each variant independently in a mutually exclusive manner or combine different variants together simultaneously. In 2015, SCNVSim was used to develop simulated somatic CNVs, structure variations and important features in cancer genomes [27] .
In addition to the above-described NGS simulators, we also collected additional simulation tools including ShotGun [28] , 454Sim [29] , Mason [30] and MAQ [31] . These tools are similar to the general computational frameworks mentioned above. In addition to MetaSim and GemSIM, Grinder [32] , NeSSM [33] and BEAR [34] can also be used for metagenomic studies. With similar error models to MetaSim, Grinder mimics polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification data (e.g. 16S rRNA), shotgun sequencing with a predefined community structure, a and ß diversities and experimental biases. By considering coverage bias, NeSSM was developed to create both single-end and pair-end data for the Illumina and Roche 454 platforms. Another online tool (Gigsaw) was published for education purposes and physically simulates NGS-based data [35] . The BEAR is a recently developed flexible tool using machine-learning approaches to generate a DNA sequence [34] . It is the first tool to emulate the Ion Torrent platform. It also implements an automation process to generate metagenomic abundances.
Another recently published tool (CuReSim) can be customized to generate INDELs and substitutions on any kind of highthroughput sequencing platform [36] . Its model considers not only the expected start position of the read but also the end position.
Review of NGS simulators for RNA-seq, ChIP-seq and bisulfite sequencing for methylation NGS has widespread application in various biomedical areas. Many NGS-based simulators are being developed for various NGS-based platforms including metagenomics, RNA-seq, ChIPseq and methylation. For example, at least seven RNA-seq simulators are now publicly available including BEERS [37] , dwgsim, Flux Simulator [38] , rlsim [39] , RSEM (RNA-Seq by Expectation Maximization) [40] , RNASeqReadSimulator (http:// alumni.cs.ucr.edu/liw/rnaseqreadsimulator.html) and RNASeq Simulator (http://popmodels.cancercontrol.cancer.gov/gsr/ packages/rna-seq-simulator). In addition, in silico ChIP-seq was proposed by assigning tags onto the genome based on predefined distributions for the transcription factor binding sites and for the genomic background [41] . For methylation, BSSim (http://122.228.158.106/BSSim/) was implemented as a bisulfite sequencing simulator that allows users to set the total methylation level of cytosines, the percentage of methylated cytosines, the methylation level of total methylcytosines and bisulfite conversion rate in CpG, CHG and CHH contexts. Furthermore, BSSim runs in an operating system-independent manner and supports three platforms (Illumina's Solexa, Roche's 454 and Applied Biosystems' SOLiD). Another recently published tool, WGBSSuite [42] , was developed to simulate DNA methylation data with single-base resolution. WGBSSuite uses a flexible stochastic model and allowed the user to customize simulation parameters and mimic real data. As summarized in Table 2 , eight of the RNA-seq simulators have been developed to produce in silico reads, which are useful to optimize RNA-seq analysis protocols. Versus DNA sequencing and NGS-based simulation, the simulators for RNA-seq are more complex because they are developed to mimic complex transcript reads with alternative splicing and other RNA editing events.
To evaluate the RNA-seq alignment algorithms, BEERS was developed to simulate RNA-seq by considering alternatively spliced transcripts, insertions, deletions, substitutions, sequencing errors and intron signals. BEERS focuses on pairedend reads for the Illumina platform for human and mouse. In humans, BEERS integrates 10 transcriptomic annotations to include UCSC, RefSeq, RefSeq-Other, Ensembl, Vega, AceView, GenScan, GeneID, NSCAN and SGP. In mice, BEERS understands 11 data sources. The comprehensive analysis models are useful for randomly selecting the genes, introducing deliberate errors (like INDELs, base changes and low quality tails) and constructing novel spliced junctions.
Although dwgsim generates DNA sequencing reads, it is also versatile enough to handle simulated RNA-seq data. The error model is similar to that used in DNA sequencing.
Flux Simulator is the first implemented computer pipeline specifically designed to simulate all RNA-seq processes including fragmentation, reverse transcription, adapter ligation, PCR amplification, gel segregation and sequencing. All of these experimental steps are modeled using empirical attributes in an experimental protocol. This is useful for introducing the approximate experimental biases for real RNA-seq. Furthermore, by comparing simulated read distributions with experimental evidence, the Flux Simulator supports four organisms (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Arabidopsis thaliana, Mus musculus and Homo sapiens). However, it does not include the comprehensive transcription annotations. Rather, it uses only one representative annotation for each organism such as SGD and TAIR for Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Arabidopsis, respectively, and RefSeq for both Mus musculus and Homo sapiens.
Similar to Flux Simulator, the rlsim tool was developed to simulate RNA-seq libraries with parameter estimation for the Illumina platform. The rlsim also mimics the major RNA-seq processes including fragmentation, priming, PCR amplification and size selection with a particular focus on PCR and size selection steps. All these simulations estimate parameters for insert size, corrected and uncorrected relative expression levels and GC-dependent amplification efficiencies, which are inputted into a thermodynamic model of oligonucleotide hybridization to generate sample-specific data.
The RSEM tool was developed to accurately estimate transcript expression for RNA-seq with or without a reference genome using a de novo transcriptome assembler. Taking advantage of RSEM's generative model to effectively map reads ambiguously, RSEM can also simulate RNA-seq processes. The required inputs are abundance estimate for transcripts, sequencing model parameters and reference transcripts. The parameters of abundance and sequencing models can be obtained by running RSEM on a real data set or can be set manually.
SimSeq adopted a nonparametric approach to simulate RNA-seq data. This can be used on Illumina and Roche 454 platforms [22] . However, versus parametric modeling, SimSeq did not show better performance with respect to false discovery rate control. Although the other two RNA-seq simulators (RNASeqReadSimulator and RNA-Seq Simulator) are publicly available, we could not find detailed publications. Thus, some technical details are difficult to follow. The RNASeqReadSimulator contains three simple Python scripts to produce random expression levels for transcripts (singleor paired-end). It also equally simulates reads with a specific positional bias profile and generates random errors for specific sequencing platforms. The RNA-Seq Simulator uses the SAM files from real RNA-seq data as input to simulate similar RNA-seq data sets.
Discussion
Currently available NGS simulation tools for DNA sequences can be classified into two major groups based on their application. First, the stand-alone read generators only focus on read generation including MetaSim [29] , FlowSim [21] , 454Sim [29] , PBSIM [24] , GenFrag [15, 18] and ART [10] . The other group of simulators are not limited to read generation, but also simulate genomic variations including pIRS [23] , GemSIM [17] , dwgsim [20] and SInC [26] . All of these tools have their own advantages and limitations. Some suffer from a simplistic error model such as GenFrag. Other tools do not assign quality values to reads such as MetaSim.
Although each of the new tools have been compared with some earlier published tools, their relative merits in real applications-especially in the eukaryotic genome-are largely unknown because of lack of systematic experimental evaluation.
Further evaluation of the published simulators for different purposes is still urgently required. We expect that more computational evaluation on specific applications such as RNA-seq, ChIP-seq and whole exome sequencing may provide more useful guidelines for these specific fields.
A review of the available simulation tools for DNA sequencing including RNA-seq, ChIP-seq and bisulfite sequencing shows a strong trend toward more numerous platform-specific NGS-based simulators. The number of versatile DNA sequencing simulators that can satisfy different platforms is expected to gradually decrease. There is a lack of multiple simulators for some new emerging fields such as whole exome sequencing, ChIP-seq, bisulfate sequencing and structural genomic variations. Owing to the complexity of the RNA-seq data and the bias from RNA-seq library preparation and sequencing, there remains much opportunity to simulate RNA-seq processes. The lack of comprehensive transcriptomic annotations for nonhuman organisms is a challenge in the development of the RNAseq simulation tools.
There will undoubtedly be challenges in the development of new sequencing platforms. To date, the majority of NGS simulation tools support the Illumina platform and Roche 454 platform. Based on our summarized DNA and RNA-seq simulators in Tables 1 and 2 , we find that more tools are developed for more popular platforms. For example, there are 13 and 6 simulators based on the Illumina platform for DNA and RNA-seq data, respectively. For the Roche 454 platform, there are nine and three tools for DNA and RNA-seq data, respectively, but only four and two for SOLiD. There are only three tools for thirdgeneration sequencing techniques such as PacBio and Ion torrent-this will likely increase. Some emerging techniques like nanopore-based sequencing are completely unexplored [43] . Longer reads may retain distinct insert size and longer read length distributions. Some of these changes may markedly diminish the noise caused by multiple read mapping. This may reduce the errors due to simulation, but may also require new or upgraded error modeling to characterize the new data. The longer length of the sequenced read will also strengthen the statistical power to capture the splicing events for RNA processing. This may help develop effective algorithms to mimic real RNA-seq data from NGS. Although these challenges require committed efforts from the academic community, more efficient sequencing data simulation tools will significantly reduce the cost and time required for developing useful tools for the analysis of sequencing data.
The long NGS reads generated from PacBio (up to 5 kb) and IonTorrent (500 bp) platforms can be used to improve de novo assemblies for poorly assembled genomes with gaps. Running these tools often involved in multiple scripts in Linux environment by inputting read lengths, quality scores, error profiles and species abundances derived from real user-supplied whole genome sequencing (WGS) data. The expected output is simulated reads with realistic quality scores in longer length. These genome assembly gaps could be filled by several different approaches including long read-only de novo assembly, hybrid assembly, gap-fill by incorporating long reads and joining long scaffolds by long reads. All simulators for PacBio (PBSIM) and Ion Torrent (dwgsim and BEAR) may help to accelerate this process. Starting with an existing user-supplied real data, these simulators may be useful to generate the long read to fill the internal gaps theoretically.
Initially, the motivation to develop sequencing simulators is mainly to generate data for software testing purposes. For example, simulated DNA sequencing data were used to compare the performance of de novo assemblers. However, owing to the diversity of NGS applications, the sequencing simulators for general purposes are out of date. More platform-specific simulators have been developed to satisfy the tremendous need from various NGS fields. For example, two simulators are developed for the genome-wide association (GWA) data simulation. The simGWA was used to detect specific high-order epistasis among risk SNPs and linkage disequilibrium [44] . The GWAsimulator can generate GWA data to rapidly template Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) structures [45] . In addition, research-driven approaches will become more popular in the near future. For example, a new tool was developed to mimic the somatic CNV and structure variation for cancer genomic studies [27] . With such a wide range of applications, there is a trend to develop more tools for whole exome sequencing, RNA-seq, ChIP-seq and bisulfite sequencing. According to Tables 1 and 2 , the most popular language is C. It is used in eight DNA or RNA-seq tools. However, Java, C þþ, Python and Perl are also widely used in seven, six, five and four DNA or RNA-seq simulators, respectively. For large-scale data manipulation, the developers of bioinformatics tools still prefer to use C and C þþ for speed and performance. Scripting languages such as Python and Perl may be useful, but less efficient.
Conclusion
NGS-based simulators play an important role in the evaluation of new sequencing methods and the construction of better experimental workflows. Many NGS-based simulators have been proposed for various sequencing techniques. These include DNA sequencing, metagenomic sequencing, RNA-seq, ChIP-seq and bisulfite sequencing for methylation. An overall review of these NGS simulators should provide a guideline for the community in the choice of suitable data simulation strategies for specific sequencing platforms.
Key Points
• NGS-based simulators have played an important role in the evaluation of new sequencing methods and the construction of better experimental workflows.
• In this review, we conduct a comprehensive investigation of NGS simulators for various sequencing techniques.
• The overall review of NGS simulators should provide a guideline for the community in the choice of suitable data simulation strategies for specific sequencing platforms.
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